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FIG. 7. The relative change of the reflectance of Cu per strain 
for a change in volume (QII+2QI2) and for trigonal (Q .. ) and 
tetragonal (QlI-Q.!) shear strain, evaluated from the six func
tions of Fig. 6 as indicated in Table II. The definition of the 
functions Qij is gil'en in Table I. The room·temperature reflect
ance of Cu is also included. 

these six measured functions is that of three functions 
only, e.g., Qll+2Q12, Q44, and Qu-Q12 as given in 
Table 1. There are in fact two measurements for each 
of the independent functions. Table II lists the mea
surements that were used to determine the Qi;; Fig. 7 
gives the three functions, together with the reflectance 
for zero strain. The deviations between points belong
ing to the same function but originating from different 
measurements is small; the error signal per strain along 
the stress axis, estimated from the remaining devia
tions is approximately ±O.2. This is about 2% of the 
maximum signal observed which is Qu-f- 2Q12 = 9 at 
/zw=4.1S eV. 

Figure 8 contains the change of £2 resulting from the 
three independent symmetry distortions, expressed in 
terms of Wi; (see Table I). The function E2 for zero 
strain is also included. The quantities W;; were obtained 
from a Kramers-Kronig analysis of the Qi;' The values 
for Q.; for /zw<1.5 eV and /tw>S.S eV are not known. 
The functions Qi; are zero between 2 and 1.5 eV. The 
contribution of the free carrier absorption to Qi; re
mains small further in the infrared. l1 We therefore t1~ed 
Qi;=O as the extrapolation below 1.S eV. The functions 
Qij are small at 5.S eV, but they are not zero. There are 
probably nonzero values further in the ultraviolet. In 
doing the Kramers-Kronig transform, we joined the 

TABLE II. Reduction of th~ measu.red relative change of 
reflectance to the plezo-opllcal constants Q'j. 

Qii Determined from 
Stress Point . 
axis Fig ; 

QII+2Q.! 6R/RII+26R/Rl [111J Circ:-;;' 
6R/RJI+26R/Rl [OOlJ Stili": 

Q .. 6R/RJI-6R/Rl [1I1J Cire;, 
26R/RJI+6R/61 and QII+2Q,2 [110J Squ:u 

QII-QU 6R/RJI-6R/Rl [OOIJ Circle 
6R/Rl and QII+2Q ,2 [110J Squa: \ 

functions Qi; smoothly with the zero line for Itw> S. - l', 

In or~er t? evalua te the error introduced by t: 
approxunatIOn, another Kramers-Kronig transform '. 
done on Qll+2Q12. This time the function I\'a$ l 

trapolated to the minimum Qll+2Q12= -2 at 6 c\ ' .(' 
joined smoothly with the zero line above 6.S c\·. 'I . 
deviation in Wll+2TV12 for the two extrapolation-
S at S.S eV; this is 6 % of the maximum value (81..:; ., ' 
4.3 eV). The weighting function in the Kramers-:KrrJ: .. 
integral assures that the error due to the extrapola t: 
decreases with decreasing energy. The error bars tt, 

5:5 eVJn Fig. 8 give the deviation due to the eXlr:l! /<" . 
tIOn dlscussed above, whereas the ones at 3.5 e\' ;,:: .. 
the uncertainty produced by the error signal in ~R ; 
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FIG. 8. The chang~ of the imaginary part of the diclcct! ic , 
stant of Cu per stram for a change in volume (lVlI+211 I ' • 

for ~rig0l!-al (W.,) and tetragonal (WlI-Wd shear str~'" , 
the Imagmary part of the dielectric constant. The dc'ir"l~ , 
the functions rvij is gi ven in Table I. 
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